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Taking a strong developmental focus, this book ensures that teachers understand the close

relationship between observing, understanding what has been observed, and improving the

educational curriculum and environment. This edition is the result of a continued commitment to

produce a book on observation that unites solid methodological instruction with a broad

understanding of children's development.   Chapter 1 now covers information on professional

development such as the reader's responsibilities and an introduction to professional organizations,

developmentally appropriate practice, and ethical conduct in early childhood education. A new

Chapter 2 details the practical issues of finding the time to observe, learning the basics of

observation, and minimizing subjectivity. Highlights of development during preschool and primary

grades serve as a common ground of information for both novice and knowledgeable readers to

respond sensitively to children's individualities and cultures. Each chapter incorporates an ethic

from the National Association for the Education of Young Children's (NAEYC) â€œCode of Ethical

Conductâ€• â€”and presents a concrete application to connect daily work with professional values  

For early childhood educators.
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An observation text which goes beyond checklists to include coverage of tools and techniques. Its

practical approach includes many examples and applications to the classroom. With its strong

developmental focus, it ensures that students understand what to observe, as well as how to



observe, and how to adapt classroom activities to fit the information gained through their

observation. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Taking a strong developmental focus, this book ensures that teachers understand the close

relationship between observing, understanding what has been observed, and improving the

educational curriculum and environment. This edition is the result of a continued commitment to

produce a book on observation that unites solid methodological instruction with a broad

understanding of children's development.Chapter 1 now covers information on professional

development such as the reader's responsibilities and an introduction to professional organizations,

developmentally appropriate practice, and ethical conduct in early childhood education. A new

Chapter 2 details the practical issues of finding the time to observe, learning the basics of

observation, and minimizing subjectivity. Highlights of development during preschool and primary

grades serve as a common ground of information for both novice and knowledgeable readers to

respond sensitively to children's individualities and cultures. Each chapter incorporates an ethic

from the National Association for the Education of Young Children's (NAEYC) â€œCode of Ethical

Conductâ€• â€”and presents a concrete application to connect daily work with professional valuesFor

early childhood educators.

I requested this book as a required content for my school class. When I went to peruse it, it looked

as if it had been imprinted on a duplicate machine with the diagrams and photographs scarcely

conspicuous. I understand this is not 's blame and reached the distributer as  proposed. Thay were

absolutely lethargic. The substance might be great however you won't know whether the printing is

until you get it. One of the pitfalls ofordering on the web...

good

thanks

can barely recognize any pic in the book. it looks like bad quality copy of the original book. it does

not worth the money that I paid!!

It was perfect!!



great for school

I am appalled at the quality of this book!!! It looks as if its composed of copies from the original text

then made into a book?? This is required reading for a course I am taking so I have no choice but to

keep the book. I'm sure its filled with interesting and useful information but WOW! I am shocked at

how terrible the text and pictures turned out- no color and so grainy and blurred that you can't even

tell what most of the pictures are of. Also, the paper quality is trash. I know this has nothing to do

with  but I will be filing a complaint with the publishers. I Think I spent a little over $70 for this

book....what a disappointment!

Good condition.
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